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Abstract— Due to the numerous IoT (Internet of Things) devices in existence, the need to interconnect every device to the internet is very 

necessary. However, as there is increase in connected devices, the concentration of the IoT structure needs to be strengthened. Hence, the need 

to discuss security technologies. Furthermore, we give an account of the IoT security challenges and open solutions recognized with respect to 

the IoT layered structure.  In this paper, we explain a breakdown of evolving IoT security technologies for the Internet of Things.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The mode of which we relate with our neighboring 

environment has changed which is however an influence 

sparked by the forth coming of the internet [27]. A network of 

physical objects (vehicles, buildings, devices, and other things) 

that are embedded with software, electronics, sensors, and 

network connectivity to assemble and interchange data is 

mainly well-known to be the Internet of Objects [11]. Internet 

of Objects is as well acknowledged to be the Internet of 

Things (IoT). IoT was initially in existence before the 

millennium years [15]. Primarily, there is data transmission, 

self-regulation and safe communication in the IoT periphery 

which exist between real world devices and applications [2], 

[25], [26]. Even though this awareness is drawing attention, at 

last everything and everyone will sooner or later be linked [1]. 

The IoT still faces challenges when it comes to the 

development of  diverse applications and services in super 

large network hierarchy, network scale diversity and large 

number of events generated [12],[13]. The experience of radio 

frequency identification (RFID) technology has massive 

control in the theory of internet of things, which is now 

broadly used for tracking objects, animals, and people. In fact, 

not limiting to sensing abilities and deployment controllability 

that are more challenging application setups required [3]. 

In IoT fundamentals, we foremost identify things by its 

distinctive address given to it. Information collected is then 

disseminated back to the data cloud through specific IoT 

devices.  Communication fundamentals such as Wi-Fi, IEE 

802.15.4, Bluetooth, Z-wave helps strengthen the transmission 

protocols in IoT [33]. IoT software exploits its hardware 

through microprocessors, system-on-chips, microcontrollers 

etc. for processing. The services in IoT includes Information 

Aggregation Services, Identity-related Services, Ubiquitous 

Services and Collaborative-Aware Services. The above 

services are very beneficial when considering IoT applications 

such as smart grid, smart building, smart healthcare, smart 

agriculture, smart city and smart home [16], [28], [29], [30], 

[31], [32]. Figure 1 shows the six fundamentals of IoT. 

 
Fig. 1. The fundamentals of IoT 

 

Almost every IoT devices is ought to be 100 percent 

insured for security complications. The three regions which 

provides IoT its secure mechanisms can be found in the 

trapezium in Fig. 2 below. Data availability originates when 

information demands to be dealt with by a user via smart 

devices and services. The user fails to retrieve information as a 

result of Denial of service (DoS) [39]. Therefore, prevention 

services for example firewalls fights to stop such risks from 

third users [19]. Data confidentiality ensures that new 

structures are put in place to avert unlawful users. Generally, 

when considering data encryption, it is the process whereby 

data is encrypted into a ciphertext. Two-step verification, it 

access data only and only if, it has passed authentication test 

which was provided by the IoT structure such as Biometric 

Verification [17]. Finally, data integrity is necessary because it 

protects user information from cybercriminals during IoT 

communication by securing end-to-end protection. In this case, 

data is impossible to be altered [18], [21]. 
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Fig. 2. IoT security ethics 

 

In this context, smart households, industrial automation, 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), machine-to-machine 

(M2M) communications, and device-to-device (D2D) 

technologies, aided living, e-health, transportation, improved 

learning are only a few examples of possible application 

scenarios in which the new prototype will play a leading part 

in the near future [4],[14],[20], [22],[23]. The major 

enterprises in IoT are Amazon, AT&T, Cisco, Dell, GE Predix, 

Google, Hitachi Data systems, Microsoft, and Samsung Bosch. 

The contribution to this paper are as follows: (a) the inspiring 

wide variety of innovative IoT security technologies are 

discussed and (b) the basic challenges and solutions faced in 

IoT securities are indicated. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section II describes briefly the structural interpretation of IoT. 

Section III forecasts possible evolving security technologies of 

IoT. Section IV describes key challenges and solutions in the 

applications of IoT security. Finally, Section V concludes the 

paper. 

II. EVALUATION 

The definition of IoT has been introduced several years 

ago from numerous different viewpoints and also from the 

large research community. For the obvious reason, the 

description of this type of configuration is rarely divided 

between two terms- The Internet and objects. Specifically, 

each layer comprises of protocols, devices, and modules that 

work effectively in converting data to information, and then to 

comprehensive analyses [45]. 

A. Device Layer:  

The device layer which lies at the low part of the layer is 

also known as the perception layer. It is made up of devices 

like sensors, barcode readers, smart meters, Bluetooth, 

wearables, NFC (near-field communication), smartphones, 

low-power personal area networks, radio frequency 

identification (RFID), drones and others [5]. This layer is 

domineering because it represents the basis on which the 

outside world connects with. 

B. Data Ingestion and Transformation Layer:  

The Data ingestion and transformation layer is the central 

layer. However, the transformed data from the device layer 

goes via communication networks such as the internet, 

satellite, mobile networks, wireless network etc. are the few 

examples on which other practices establishes their standard 

[34]. This class of data can be obtained from sensors, 

wearables, actuators, connected machines, RFID, barcode, 

drones, GPS, smartphones, smart meters usually through 

wireless communications, wireless sensor networks which 

represents an indispensable part [10], [36]. The IEEE 802.15.4 

protocol is observed to be very notable as it is the foundation 

for many WSN technologies [54]. 

C. Data Processing Layer:  

Data compiled by the device layer which is preserved, 

analyzed and processed reaches this layer through the central 

layer [35]. The meaningful visualizations such as data retrieval 

and storage are few that provide the way forward for data 

management and decision support which are elementary tasks 

for this layer. Nonetheless, most data transformation analysis 

is carried out in real-time streaming analytics. Moreover, we 

can put to use some technologies for node localization, 

ticketing reporting, policy making, device provisioning, 

network communication, global maps and database 

intelligence which employs in usage of cloud computing and 

big data. 

D. Applications Layer:  

This layer lies on top of the IoT structure. It bridges the 

interval between the customers and the device layer. It also 

assists the customers access some restricted services [45], [46]. 

There are chains of intelligent applicative aims which ranges 

from transposition, employee safety, risk monitoring, fraud 

and warranty analytics, predictive analytic, and medical 

monitoring. These sort of reports can be applied in diverse 

fields such as logistics, healthcare, agriculture, buildings, retail, 

smart grid, oil mining and others. 

 
Fig. 3. The IoT Structure by layers 

III. EVOLVING SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES 

The IoT can retrieve its security technologies in virtually 

every phase of our day-to-day natural life. Listed below are 

some identifiable standards [24]. 
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1. IoT API Security:  

For efficient information flow within IoT devices, there is 

the need for authorization and authentication [38]. This is 

mostly done through recognized APIs which runs end-to-end 

within the devices. This (application programming interfaces) 

APIs allow authorized devices, developers and apps to 

communicate together, so that potential risks and attacks will 

be identified through such secured API. Few Wholesalers for 

the above involves Google, Muleosft, CA Technologies and 

Mashery. 

2. IoT Security and Risk Management: 

By the year 2025 and beyond, IoT devices will be able to 

sense forthcoming danger on their own. Therefore, events that 

fall outside the designed policy will be a failed trial. The 

number of false positive alerts can be reduced through highly 

developed predictive strategies. Canary Smart Security System 

combines video, audio, motion detection, night vision, 

temperature, a siren, air quality sensors into a piece of device 

that can be guarded from your phone. The emerging Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is a momentous initiation in unification with 

the support of improved algorithms to overcome conventional 

attack strategies. Kaspersky, Cisco, and Senrio are Traders in 

such products. 

3. IoT Verification:  

Some kits are useful in verifying and monitoring millions 

of devices. IoT verification has been strengthen since the 

involvement of connected cars (multiple-users-single-device), 

biometrics, digital certificates and two-factor authentication. 

There are two ways by which authentication can be done, 

whether by entering credential or by the use of embedded IoT 

sensors for human identification [47]. The Piper in Figure 4(a) 

can be used for both security functions and home monitoring. 

The Retailers includes Device Authority, Gemalto, and 

Baimos Technologies. 

4.  IoT Encoding:  

There are devices that check software updates, diagnostics, 

crash analysis, physical management, and security 

management. Data integrity arises when encrypted data is 

publicized back and forth the IoT system. It however utilities 

robust cryptographic techniques to prevent data hackers and 

etc. Cryptographic techniques includes Advanced Encryption 

Standard (for confidentiality), Diffie-hellman (for key 

agreement), Elliptic curve cryptography (for digital signatures 

key transportation) and SHA-256 (for integrality). Security 

could be breached if poor key management is considered 

instead of full encryption key lifecycle management processes. 

Entrust Datacard, Lynx Software Technologies, and Symantec 

are Merchants. 

5. IoT Network Security 

Technologies will be mandatory to protect and secure 

connected IoT devices. IoT network prevents intrusion and 

detects strong antivirus and antimalware solutions against 

obstructions such as denial-of-sleep attacks that deteriorates 

batteries. IoT devices make use of sophisticated security 

processors which increases complexity than traditional 

network securities practices. August smart lock routinely 

operates to unlock your household when you arrive or leave. 

Figure 4(e) supports the (Advanced Encryption Standard) 

AES-128 Security Module and Cisco Meraki MX64W (Figure 

4(f)). Darktrace, Bayshore Networks, and Cisco are few 

suppliers of such services. 

 
Fig. 4. Extended security based IoT Technologies 

6. IoT PKI:  

IoT devices make use of processors, certificates and 

designs to check whether they are capable to resist strong 

encryption and security to ensure actively enabled third party 

PKI software suites. It functions with other automated devices 

for security conservation through digital certificates by 

providing assistance for management, private key generation, 

invalidation and distribution. Public key Infrastructure (PKI) 

can sometimes be restricted by IoT devices due to the 

complicated hardware specifications it possesses. Vendors of 

such products includes WISekey, DigiCert, and Hewlett 

Packard Enterprise (HPE). 

7. IoT Distribution:  

Due to unexpected cyberattacks by hackers, the regular 

allocation of randomize IoT software and hardware updates is 

very substantial [38]. Such software are controlled by experts 

in this area. Sporadically, simplified patches are done to the 

software to restore critical gaps for high throughput. Cisco’s 

Connected Factory encourages companies to incorporate IoT 

technologies in manufacturing industries for efficient 

monitoring of equipment. 

8. IoT System Improvement:  

If IoT security technologies are improved, the end-to-end 

network topology will be perceived to be a full active system. 

Security involves a robust design which should be in existence 
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permanently but it’s difficult if there are built-in smart sensors. 

Most system designers face issues during the post-

implementation phase. Furthermore, softwares and hardwares 

are taken into consideration in securing such systems. It 

should be obligatory that, together with authorized developers, 

devices, and applications, no other should be permitted for 

communication within these secured devices [50]. 

9. IoT Interface Preservation:  

Low-level device control through APIs are handled by 

designers beyond communication systems (WiMAX), device 

monitoring (HTTP-CoAP proxy), security devices, and 

firmware modification. Maintaining these interfaces in order 

to successfully go beyond encryption, it must undergo 

thorough authorization and authentication.  

The IoT technologies for security will constantly evolve 

with time but still faces numerous challenges and sufficient 

continuum for connecting huge number of tagged objects or 

sensors etc.  

IV. CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 

The IoT has much impact in the internet world and 

therefore can be resourceful to the vast economic benefits that 

comes with it but it also expressions it challenging outcomes 

[9], [24], [55]. A few of them are concisely defined below. 

1. RFID Congestion:   

RFID is the oldest inspiring evolving technology which 

make use of radio waves frequency. Therefore, countless 

security flaws that strikes different systems also affects RFID 

technology too [51]. The damage brought about by RF 

congestion is similar to the involvement of communication 

between RFID tag and reader by adding noise signals. When 

RFID tags are unable to be identified, the Physical Unclonable 

Function (PUF) approach is used to recognize which chip is 

safe. 

2. Unapproved Tag Deactivating:  

RFID, 2D-barcodes, sensors, and Ultra High Frequency 

RFID reader are necessary for everyday identification and 

therefore the tags needs to contain data of a specific entry. 

Whenever RFID tags are deactivated, it is known as Denial-

of-Service (DoS) attack where this tags are inaccessible from 

public space [39]. IoT systems that stand for integrity may be 

penetrated due to critical attacks. To countermeasure this 

problem, a combined distinctive identification service 

weighted in the cloud is applied. OAuth protocol regulators 

the series of authentication certification coming through the 

system [53].  

3. Security Attacks:  

Peer-to-peer connection constructs redundant isolated 

nodes that are simultaneous to each other [7]. Node 

distribution tends to superpose all other different distant 

computing portion. Security attacks in IoT causes high threat 

to independent systems linked with each other. Because of 

several IoT operations, intruders can cause damage to these 

devices i.e. we must avert these intruders from further 

undependable events [52]. IoT devices are guaranteed to 

customize symmetric encryption technologies to better its 

outcomes [37], [41], [42], [43], [44]. 

4. Unauthorized Access:  

For that reason, preserving privacy should play a key role 

in the IoT architecture [8].Implemented APIs are cyclically 

taken advantage of by other users and makes it vulnerable to 

attacks during connection from the server. For preventing 

unauthorized access, recent approaches have been carried out 

which computes IoT effective placement strategy. However, 

security is coordinated through allowing different functions 

for diverse purposes in well-timed standard. 

 
Fig. 5. The Network Topology Destruction 

5. Topology Destruction:  

Excessive advertisement of nodes in a connected network 

through high quality routing is a way attackers intrude.  After 

full network connection is attained, data flows straight through 

the router which end up settling or departing [40]. Moreover, 

storage allocation is made for other data to be reserved in the 

data centers as well as the energy reserves. Figure 5 shows the 

network topology destruction. This situation is handled by 

directing all traffic and communication settings better for 

assessment. 

6. Sleep Deprivation Attack: 

Therefore, the deployment of sensors to a perilous area is 

very important in order to make acute decision in detecting 

malicious activities quickly. Nodes stay alive for stronger 

network connection through battery renewal in order to 

minimize power consumption. Sending redundant control 

traffic packets tends to exhaust the battery life of nodes. 

7. Sniffing Attack: 

A firm attacker gets into the IoT application devices by 

collecting information from the various layers in order to 

exploit the system. The attacker stays undetectable to be 

sensed for a long time and acquires all the delicate information. 

This encounter can be dominated by introducing Multilayer 

perception (MLP) which is a supervised Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) set for categorizing threat preventive schemes 

especially for all forms of DDoS/DoS attacks. 

8. Cryptanalysis: 

The IoT will connect billions of objects to control flow of 

data and rejection of messages. With the backing of a cypher 
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text decoder, encrypted messages are retrieved by the attacker 

by using a set of encryption keys [41], [48], [49]. To secure 

RFID devices, integrated light weight authentication designs 

are applied, which are difficult to achieve by the use of 

cryptographic algorithms. 

9. Botnets: 

In adverse cases, devices in a network are relayed, 

otherwise, there may be complications such as malware to 

prevent the spread of accurate messages. IoT devices are taken 

control of if the botnet is realized in the network. A 

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDOS) attack can be identified 

when an IoT device is affected. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper contributes widely concerning study on 

developing future IoT security technologies. Sensor devices 

function autonomously in making big advancements 

especially in safeguarding our environment. IoT security 

technologies exhibits threats challenges and potential solutions 

needed to be implemented. This security attacks creates huge 

problems within the whole network if measures are not set 

into order. The continuous increase in the interest of IoT 

innovations has seen several research being conducted. The 

present-day evolving things reviewed above are highly 

promising to influence the world for many years to come. 
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